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Fees from April 2017 
Draft regulatory impact assessment 
 
 
This initial regulatory impact assessment has been published alongside Regulatory 
fees – Consultation document. We suggest that stakeholders read that document in 
full before reading this impact assessment. 
 
This document sets out our initial analysis of the costs and impacts of the proposed 
changes to our fee scheme from April 2017. 

 

Introduction 
1. The Care Quality Commission (CQC) is the independent statutory regulator for 

health and adult social care in England. The fees it charges to registered 
providers currently make up a significant proportion of the income CQC needs to 
carry out its statutory duties.  

2. Section 85 of the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (the 2008 Act) gives CQC 
powers to charge fees associated with its registration functions. Also, the Care 
Quality Commission (Fees) (Reviews and Performance Assessments) 
Regulations 2016 give CQC powers to charge fees associated with its review and 
performance assessments functions and enable us to charge fees to include all 
our activities associated with rating services. Like many public regulatory bodies, 
CQC is required by government to set fees in order to cover the costs of its 
chargeable activities.  

3. We have a duty to consult every time we want to make any changes to the fees 
scheme. We have published our regulatory fees consultation document, and we 
are inviting comments on our proposals until noon on 11 January 2017.  

4. In line with guidance from HM Treasury (HMT), CQC is committed to publishing a 
two-stage impact assessment. This document is an initial impact assessment 
which highlights our initial analysis of the costs and benefits for stakeholders of 
the various proposals contained within the consultation document. These 
stakeholders include regulated providers, HMT (representing the interests of 
taxpayers), people who use services, commissioners, the public and other 
regulators in the health and social care sector.  

5. We will publish a final impact assessment on our website once we have analysed 
responses to the consultation. 
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Background 
Financial position 

6. Our budget is made up of a combination of grant-in-aid from central government 
budgets and income from fees paid by providers. Like all public bodies with fee-
setting powers, CQC is expected to follow government policy by setting fees that, 
over time, cover the chargeable costs of the services we provide under statute. 

7. The document Managing Public Money1 sets out that recovery of costs by a 
public body should be: 

 “…designed to recover full costs. If the legislation permits, the charge can 
cover the costs of the statutory body, e.g. a regulator could recover the cost of 
registration to provide a licence and of associated supervision. It may be 
appropriate to charge different levies to different kinds of licensees, 
depending on the cost of providing different kinds of licences” (para 6.5.2) 

and that the body should: 

“…always seek to control their costs so that public money is used efficiently 
and effectively. The impact of lower costs should normally be passed on to 
consumers in lower charges.” (para 6.2.3) 

8. We believe that these principles should also apply to how we use the fees 
income from providers.  

9. Our overall budget is monitored by the Department of Health and we are subject 
to the demands of the government’s Spending Review of 2015. CQC is required 
to achieve at least £32 million in savings over the four years of the Spending 
Review. This equates to about 13% of the indicative CQC budget over the four 
years from 2015/16 to 2019/20. We have modelled the impact of this and 
identified indicative budget levels reducing the overall indicative budget to £217 
million in 2019/20. It is as follows: 
 

Year 
2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 
£m £m £m £m 

Grant-in-aid 85.0 34.0 27.0 18.0 

Fees 151.0 196.0 201.0 199.0 

Total budget 236.0 230.0 228.0 217.0 
 

10. Fees in this document are shown on an invoiced basis as this reflects the actual 
impact on the health and social care sectors. However, we report fees on an 
accruals basis to the Department of Health and within our financial accounts. This 
means that the estimated income for 2017/18 on an accruals basis is £6.5 million 
lower than the invoiced total. The total indicative budget shown represents the 

                                                           
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/managing-public-money 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/managing-public-money
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budget that we expect to be our total cost target. Therefore grant-in-aid 
represents the balancing figure and is £6.5 million higher than shown through the 
impact assessment. 

11. A simple example illustrates this. The table below shows how the invoice date 
affects how the fee income is treated in our accounts. The invoice in this example 
is always the same but the amounts that will be recognised in 2017/18 and 
2018/19 accounts will differ. 
 

  
Provider 

  
2017/18 
provider 
invoice 
based on 
proposed fee  

  
If the annual 
invoice date 
is: 

Income recognised in CQC 
accounts for year ending:  

31/03/18 (ie 
financial year 
2017/18) 

31/03/19 (ie 
financial year 
2018/19) 

Independent 
hospital with 4 
to 6 locations 

 £43,836  01/04/2017 £43,836 £0 
30/09/2017 £21,918 £21,918 
01/03/2018 £3,653 £40,183 

 

12. The final budget for 2017/18 is still in the process of being agreed with the 
Department of Health, but we have calculated fees on the expectation that we will 
receive the grant-in-aid shown. This represents the position as agreed at the end 
of the previous financial year. 

13. On this basis our budget for 2017/18 will be £230 million, which compares to 
£236 million for 2016/17. Depreciation is funded via a different route. 

14. £34 million of the total budget will be covered by grant-in-aid. Of this, £21.6 
million will support the elements of our functions where we cannot recover costs 
by charging fees. These functions include: Healthwatch, Office of the National 
Guardian, Mental Health Act duties (including provision of second-opinion 
appointed doctors), thematic reviews and enforcement. £5.9 million will fund the 
element of costs for community social care providers not yet funded via fees. The 
remaining £6.5 million represents the accounting adjustment we have to apply for 
the effect of deferred income. 

15. The £196 million funded by fees from providers is used to resource our 
registration and review and assessment functions under the Health and Social 
Care Act 2008 (the 2008 Act). These functions include registering new providers 
and managers, making changes to existing registrations, and monitoring, 
inspecting and rating services. Note that the £196 million in addition to the £6.5 
million deferred income represents the £202.5 million invoiced to providers.  

16. Providers consistently raise concerns about any fee increases. We understand 
that position but we have to set that against the fact that ultimately we must align 
with the policy requirements of the Secretary of State for Health and HM 
Treasury, which expect us to recover the full chargeable costs of the services we 
provide through fees.  
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17. The sectors vary on how close they are to full chargeable cost recovery. This 
meant the increase in 2016/17 was differentiated by sector, with the trajectory for 
community social care providers being four years and the remaining sectors 
being at full chargeable cost recovery from 2017/18.  

18. It is important to be clear that the fee increases proposed for 2017/18 are a 
reflection of the move to full chargeable cost recovery and are not due to 
inflationary increases. The overall fee increase is matched by a corresponding 
reduction in grant-in-aid. 

19. The table under paragraph 9 demonstrates that our budget is reducing over the 
four years of the Spending Review. This will directly impact on fees over this 
period, which will be particularly noticeable when full chargeable cost recovery 
has been attained. In order to be effective and efficient we have targeted our 
need to achieve and demonstrate value for money as a key priority in our 
strategy.  

20. The reduction in fees for dental providers, as a result of changes to the model of 
regulating them, is an early demonstration of this principle. The cost of regulating 
them is lower than previously and this reduction is being passed directly on to the 
sector. 

Value for money and the costing model  

21. Within CQC, we have carried out work to develop a mature costing model. We 
plan to publish this work when it is further developed to describe how we identify 
and measure our value for money by asking questions on our economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness.  

22. Our costs are allocated in a number of ways, including against our operating 
model, which consists of registration, inspection, enforcement and independent 
voice. This work identifies and demonstrates that inspection accounts for 57% of 
the costs of our operating model for 2015/16. As inspection activity is the largest 
area of our expenditure, assessing the average cost of inspection is a key 
measurement of how we are becoming more efficient. It will identify if we are 
delivering more inspections for the costs we have incurred. We monitor and 
report on our productivity monthly. This has led to a review of the allocation of 
staff and resources, resulting in significant improvements in efficiency. The drive 
for further efficiencies continues to ensure we remain effective in the face of the 
challenge of the Spending Review. 

23. Last year’s draft and final regulatory impact assessments described how the 
costing model calculated costs. We are continuing to use the model to report on 
and analyse the cost of our operating model and the activities that result from 
this. We have used our costing model to identify the fee charges proposed in this 
consultation and it will continue to underpin the work that we do in setting our 
fees in relation to the cost of regulation. 

24. We have used outputs from the costing model to identify fees for 2017/18. The 
version of the costing model we used for fees is based on 2015/16 data modified 
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for changes in the operating model where we are confident that those changes 
have occurred. 

25. In summary the costing model helps us to: 
• calculate costs in our core functions 
• understand what is driving our costs and where we could be more economical 

and efficient 
• benchmark our progress over time 
• inform discussions on the fees we charge to providers.  

 
Proposed fees for 2017/18 

26. Regulatory fees – Consultation document details our proposals in relation to fees 
for the 2017/18 fee scheme. In summary they are: 
 
Proposal 1: Changes to fee amounts in the fees scheme for 2017/18: 

• To increase fees for all sectors, except community social care and dental 
providers, as the second year of the two-year trajectory to reach full 
chargeable cost recovery (FCCR). 

• To increase fees for community social care providers, as the second year 
of the four year trajectory to reach FCCR. 

• To decrease fees for dental providers, maintaining FCCR levels for this 
sector. 
 

The extent to which sectors have progressed towards full chargeable cost 
recovery is different. Increases therefore vary in order to reach full chargeable 
cost recovery in each sector. For example, the NHS GP sector was one of two 
sectors furthest from cost recovery, so the fee charges increase this year by 
£16.2 million (75.8%), bringing the sector to full chargeable cost recovery. The 
community social care sector was the other one furthest from cost recovery, 
so their fee charges increase by £7.8 million (60.1%) in 2017/18 and will 
require a further £5.8 million (28%) increase in 2018/19 and 2019/20 to 
achieve full chargeable cost recovery by 2019/20. This compares to an 
increase of £2.5 million (3.7%) for the residential adult social care sector, 
which is closer to cost recovery than other sectors.  
 
We are proposing to decrease fees for dental providers by just over 10%. As 
indicated last year, we expected the change in our approach to regulating this 
sector to decrease costs. This is the first full year when we can test this out, 
but current information suggests that costs are decreasing. We have reflected 
this in the proposed fees for 2017/18 and will continue to monitor cost data 
over the course of the year. 
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Proposal 2: We propose to change a definition in the fees scheme to reclassify 
providers of substance misuse treatment services as providers of healthcare 
activities 

The effect on the fee scheme of this reclassification is not material but it does 
have an effect on a small number of providers. Our current estimate is that 
around 20 providers will be affected and the largest possible increase in 
individual fees would be around £200; so the maximum total increase to the 
fees scheme of this change would be £4,000. 

Proposal 3: We propose to change a definition in the fees scheme to ensure that 
single-location providers of NHS primary medical services, where all or part of 
that location is a minor injuries unit or an urgent care centre, are charged on the 
same basis as single-location providers of NHS primary medical services where 
all or part of that location is a walk-in centre  

Providers of these services are already being charged in line with this 
definition so this has no financial impact. The change is proposed to remove 
any  ambiguity. 

27. Appendix A shows the budgeted grant-in-aid and fees for each sector for 
2016/17, the indicative figures for 2017/18, as well as the changes from one year 
to the next. 

28. The proposed fees for individual providers can be found in Annex A of 
Regulatory fees – Consultation document. 

 
Affordability for providers 

29. Looking at CQC’s costs within the context of health and social care costs more 
generally, the overall indicative CQC budget is around 0.16% of the total amount 
spent on health and social care in England as shown in the table in Appendix B. 
While this figure is not intended to diminish the importance with which any rises in 
fees are regarded by individual providers, it does demonstrate that the total 
amount spent on regulation is proportionately small. Individual fees are, for the 
majority of providers, less than 1% of turnover and in instances where a provider 
pays tax, fees are tax allowable, so the differential rate of taxation, whether for a 
sole trader, partnership or company, will reduce that proportion further. 

30. This does not remove our drive to be as efficient as we possibly can or to 
constantly seek better ways of working. We expect efficient quality services from 
providers. We should expect, and demonstrate, no less from ourselves.  .   

31. The launch in 2015 of a payment by instalments scheme is a practical way in 
which we are helping providers manage the payment of fees so that it does not 
impact their cash flow as much as a one-off payment can. Around 28% of 
providers now pay by instalments, except for NHS trusts where this option is not 
available. We plan a further campaign to increase uptake and unlike other 
comparable schemes, there is no additional cost to providers for doing this. 
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Appendix A: Grant-in-aid and fees by sector for 2016/17 
and 2017/18  
   2016/17     2017/18    

  
  
Increase against 

current fees 

   Per budget     Indicative costs and 
fees    

   Costs  Fees   GIA    
 

Costs  Fees   GIA    
   £m   £m   £m     £m   £m   £m     £m   %  
NHS trusts     56.6     38.3     18.3      56.6    56.6       -        18.3  47.8%  
Independent healthcare 
- hospitals      4.7      4.5      0.2        4.6      4.6       -          0.1  3.0%  
Independent healthcare 
- single specialty      1.3      1.2      0.1        1.2      1.2       -          0.0  3.8%  
Independent healthcare 
- community      4.1      4.0      0.1        4.2      4.2       -          0.2  5.9%  
Adult social care - 
residential     70.3     67.8      2.6      70.3    70.3       -          2.5  3.7%  
Adult social care - 
community     29.4     12.9     16.5      26.5    20.7      5.8         7.8  60.1%  
NHS GPs     37.6     21.3     16.3      37.5    37.5       -        16.2  75.8%  
Dentists      8.3      8.3       -         7.4      7.4       -     (0.9) (10.8%) 
   212.2   158.3    54.0     208.4   202.5     5.8       44.2  28.0%  
                      
 Grant-in-aid     23.8       -      23.8      21.6       -     21.6        
 TOTAL   236.0   158.3    77.8     230.0   202.5    27.5        

 
Note: £196 million plus £6.5 million deferred income represents the £202.5 million 
invoiced to providers. See paragraph 10 for more detail 
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Appendix B: Impact of 2017/18 fees on provider sectors 
 

Sector 

Value of 
market 

£m 

2017/18 
fee  
£m 

% of 
turnover Information source 

NHS trusts  
    

76,336       56.6  0.07% 

https://www.gov.uk/government/public
ations/nhs-foundation-trust-accounts-
consolidation-ftc-files-201516 

https://www.gov.uk/government/public
ations/nhs-trusts-accounts-data-for-
2015-to-2016 

Independent healthcare 
- hospitals  

     9,100        5.9  0.06% 

LaingBuisson UK Healthcare 
Market Review – 28th edition  

Independent healthcare 
- single specialty  
Independent healthcare 
- community       3,900        4.2  0.11% 
Adult social care - 
residential  

    
17,100      70.3  0.41% 

Adult social care - 
community       6,600       20.7  0.31% 

NHS GPs       7,764       37.5  0.48% 

G/PMS, APMS and PCTMS 
expenditure from DH annual 
report 2015/16 

Dentists       5,900        7.4  0.13% 
LaingBuisson Dentistry UK 
Market report 2014  

Total fees 
   

126,700      202.5  0.16% 
 

Total CQC budget 
   

126,700      230.0  0.18% 
  

 


